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Yojimbo final fantasy

A: Fix, Eons of Final Fantasy X Edit comments Share Yuna: I'm here to blossom the world! This article has wording that can be improved. The proposed solution is this: I am a revenge letter that only dares to whisper my name.. Yojimbo Yojimbo, known in Japan as (⽤⼼棒, Y-jinb) makes
his first appearance as a challenge in Final Fantasy X, his speaker was stolen and is in a speaker's cave on the Plain of Peace. His character is in a short edge and longing. His attacks are very powerful and for this reason makes him a big challenge, he works similarly to Odin and
Gilgamesh, who appear in other Final Fantasy games. Yuna's entrance takes its 2-hand lead, while the sign appears on the floor along with the winds, the sign is set to 2 and disappears, the glow is on the hoe and Yuna lifts it up, causing the night to appear next to the moon accompanied
by petals, Daigoro goes to Yuna while there is a tree and Yojimbo walks slowly when Yojimbo is focusing on the screen , he returns to the left side, thereby finishing with his introduction. As you get before you enter Mount Gagazet, you can see that under the bridge there is a small path, it
goes to the left side, go down that path when you get there to go left, and you find a small cave, sneak into it already while near the Speaker's House, you will have to fight Yojimbo because of the challenge in which Lulu serves him as guardian when she defeats her , she will go on the air,
arriving in the House speaker, the speaker will tell you that you have to pay him 250,000 cases, offer him the first time 125,001 for the second time 150,002 and the third time 175,003 and reach a discount of 203,000 cases if you pay him the full amount or that yojimbo treatment will be Eon
yours. If you pay him three times that he asks you to give you 2 exposed spheres in battle Sword Ultrasgrom his weakest attack daigoro with which, if you give him at least one gil, he does yes or so, Katana is strong, give him 100 cases and will, although he can also do Daigoro. Three
daggers are perhaps the strongest attack, because it removes a lot of vitality and magical points, gives it 500 sleeves and with a little luck will perform it, as it is also likely to perform a katana or daigoro. Anyone who kills with a single punch is ultra fencing because it eliminates all enemies in
battle, but for him to execute it you have to have a few million cases accumulated and give him 350,000 cases to use, but also have a lot of luck with Yuna and Yojimbo because it could be that the requirements are met and still not it also depends on the level of ultra-fencing resistance ,
which they have enemies. This option ranges from 1 to 4, with 1 being the lowest resistance level and 4 being the highest. Correct eons The final fantasy of X El contenido de la comunidad está is an unapologetic bajo CC-BY-SA menos que se indique lo contrario. The cave of the
kidnapped Feit Daigoro, Kozyuki, Vakizashi, Zanmato I is the blade of revenge. They dare only whisper my name: Yojimbo.Yojimbo, Final Fantasy X Yojimbo is a recurring subpoena in the Final Fantasy series, first appearing in Final Fantasy X. Yojimbo acquired by visiting The Cave of The
Stolen Feit, where a player must hire him to become Yuna's eon. Yojimbo acts as a sword for hire and has four different attacks depending on how much the player pays him, as well as a complex mathematical formula based on his employee-employer relationship with Yuna and several
other factors. Yojimbo has functioned similarly to Odin and Gilgamesh from previous Final Fantasy games. His most powerful attack, Zanmato, instantly kills non-people and bosses. Profile[edit source] statue of Yojimbo in cave of stolen Feit. Yojimbo - a colossal decorative samurai,
possessing a katana, dressed in colorful robes. He is accompanied by his dog Daigoro. His feit is bound by tapes that tell SEAL in The Jevon script. On his feit statue, his sword and shield are spoken by Mea Culpa in a script by Spiran and Yevona. Yojimbo is a lost eon, his feit held in the
Cave of the Stolen Feit, presumably stolen from the temple by those who rebel against the tradition of pilgrimage. Some conscripts and their guardians brave caves infested with non-people, regardless of praying for his feit and gaining his devotion. Young succeeds in these efforts, and
Yojimbo joins her. If Tidus later returns to Feit's cell after learning the truth about Zanarkanda's dream, Feit Yojimbo assures him he will never be forgotten. The resulting Yojimbo source can be typed into the Stolen Feit Cave at the entrance to Mount Gagazet. Yojimbo first asked Young
questions about her goal in an attempt to get his help. Her choice here will affect Yojimbo's behavior in combat and his likelihood of using his attacks. As for his payment, Yojimbo will first ask the player for hundreds of thousands of giles, but you can giggle with him. To get Yojimbo for the
cheapest price, a player has to offer him half the gilding he asks for plus one gilt in the first two talks and he will lower his price both times. In the third negotiation, they should offer him the 0.700,005 times the guillem he asks for, closing the deal. To get Yojimbo for the cheapest price, the
player must choose the third option: To defeat the most powerful enemies. He will ask for 250,000 guilds, but the player must offer 125,001 giles. Yojimbo will counter with 225,000 gil and the player must offer 112,501 gil. Yojimbo will counter with 202,500 gil and the player has to offer
141,751 gil. Yojimbo will then give its final price of 190,350 gil, which the player can If a player pays Yojimbo triple what he asks for at any moment, he will give two Teleport Spheres as a badge of appreciation. Getting Yojimbo in the final version of Fantasy X HD Remaster earns it all about
trophy money/achievement. Battle[edit | edit source] With a wave of summoner employees, a night dimension shape featuring a single cherry tree in bloom with blue flowers. Hear the bark, and Yojimbo's dog, Daigoro, seems to welcome the conscript. Yojimbo comes out from behind a tree,
spins out of a sweep coat and encourages his dog to start a fight. His victory posture should him make a hand gesture and bow his head. Upon release, Yojimbo makes hand gestures, commanding his dog, Daigoro, to escape, and disappear into the dust and petals of cherry blossoms.
Statistics[edit] Yojimbo statistics are modest, with particularly high evasion. He has no default abilities and the player can't teach him any. Basic Stat Growth Statistics Main article: Growth statistics Aeons Player can increase MP Yojimbo, although he can't use it. Number of battles N Max HP
Max MP Strength Defense Magic Magic Defense Agility Evasion Accuracy 0 to 59 1030 0 29 25 16 23 9 59 19 60 to 89 1120 0 31 26 18 26 9 62 20 90 to 119 1246 0 32 32 20 27 11 63 21 120 to 149 1327 0 33 33 20 30 11 63 22 150 to 179 1399 0 35 34 23 33 11 63 22 180 to 209 1561 0
37 36 23 37 13 71 24 210 to 239 1624 0 38 36 25 41 13 71 24 240 to 269 1714 0 40 38 28 41 16 72 25 270 to 299 1858 0 42 39 31 42 17 81 27 300 to 329 2020 0 44 51 32 46 18 81 28 330 to 359 2110 0 46 52 34 46 19 89 29 360 to 389 2182 0 47 53 35 51 21 89 30 from 390 to 419,2326
0 49 55 37 55 22 90 31,420 to 449,2452 0 51 56 38 55 23 97 32 45 3,479,2542 0 52,57 41 60 24,98 33,480 to 509,2650 0 54 69 42 60 26,105 34,51 539,2758 0 56,70 44,60 27,106 35,540 to 569,2830 0 57,71 44 65 27,113 36,570 before 599,2992 0 59 72 48 65 30,114 37,600 and more
than 3,064 0 61 73 48 69 30,122 38 Abilities[edit] Edit code] Yojimbo is preparing to attack. See summon and Overdrive's sequence here. Yojimbo's only options on the field are Pay or Dismiss. It is not directly controlled and cannot use Shield or Boost. By paying him gilding amounts each
move (paying 0 will free him), he will personally use these attacks at his discretion: Daigoro: Dog Yojimbo will attack his team. Because this is his weakest move, Yojimbo will shake his head before using Daigoro as if to disapprove of the amount of money the party gave him. However, he
cannot use this on long-range targets. Kozuka: Yojimbo throws a few cossacks (a special throwing knife made to fit inside Vakizashi's gallows) at a single target. Vakizashi: Yojimbo draws a powerful ground rendition and an air cutting dash that targets singles or multiple targets from his
vakizashi (short sword). Zanmato: Yojimbo calls from a dark portal in the ground, with It flies into the air. Catching him and coming out on his quality, he then squawts him and rushes with his head into the opposition, using it to slice all enemies in half. He instantly kills any enemy in the
game, with the exception of Junaleski and Final aeon Brask, who will only move into the next form (unless they have already reached their final form, in which case Zanmato will kill them). Some enemies will not be sliced in half, instead displaying their regular death animations. Yojimbo will
nod to receiving the money, indicating that he will perform Zanmato. There are several factors that decide which attack Yojimbo will perform: Basic Motivation (BM) according to how much he was paid. The lowest base motivation is 0 if he is paid 1-3 gills and the highest is 112 if he is paid at
least 536,870,912 gil. This is much lower in the NTSC version, with the lowest 0 and highest 56. Yojimbo Compatibility Option (CP) to Yuna. It starts at 128 and caps at 255. It increases by 1 or 3 if Yojimbo uses Wakizashi against one or more enemies respectively and by 4 if Yojimbo uses
Zanmato. Decreases by 20 if he is paid 0 gil; by 10 if it is KO'd during combat; 3 if he is released immediately after the call; and at 1 if it uses Daigoro. It remains unchanged if he uses Kozku. This compatibility setting is then divided into 4 in international, PAL and HD remastered versions of
the game and by 30 in the original Japanese and NTSC versions. Resistance Zanmato enemy. The hidden variable is applied depending on the choice Yuna made in the Fait Yojimbo Chamber; asking to be trained as a conscript means that Yojimbo's motivation to use Zanmato will
increase if Yuna is toss a greater share of her gilding on the move; asking for power to defeat the non-people increases the likelihood of zanmato against chance encounters and asks the authorities to defeat the most powerful enemies slightly reduces the likelihood of Zanmato vs. Zanmato
Level 1 non-people, while treating the 4-6 levels as the same with the same punishment for motivation. If the first or second choice is made, it is either 1, 0.5, 0.33, 0.25, 0.20 or 0.16 for Zanmato levels 1 to 6 respectively. If a choice of three is made, it is 0.8 for the Zanmato level from 1 to 3;
and 0.4 for Zanmato level 4 to 6. (ZF) In 2008, 20 Also, if a choice of one is made, another factor is considered. This (0.75+ ((amount paid * 0.50)/total gil))). Otherwise it is 1 (CF). Whether or not his overdrive caliber was filled when he was paid for the attack. If it's full, it's exhausting and an
additional 20 items will be added to its overall motivation in international versions of PAL and HD Remaster, while only 2 will be added to the original japanese and NTSC versions, otherwise it's 0. (C) In 2008, an accidental factor was added to the motivation. This is any number between 0
and 63. Considering the formula and the random factor if Yojimbo's overall motivation is 80 or more, he will use Zanmato. In international, PAL and HD Remaster versions of the game, if the total motivation is not 80 or higher, the recalculation will be done, but the level of Zanmato enemy will
be treated as 1 regardless of its actual level of Zanmato. The resulting new motivation will provoke any of the following: 0 to 31 will encourage Yojimbo to use Daigoro. 31 to 47 would prompt Yojimbo to use Kozuka. From 48 to 63 will prompt Yojimbo to use Vakizashi against one goal. 64
and up will prompt Yojimbo to use Wakizashi against multiple goals. The same values are considered for the original Japanese and NTSC versions of the game, but there are no recalculations if the total motivation is less than 80. Sometimes Yojimbo will choose the attack on his own
without needing payment, consuming his turn. The probability that this will happen is CP/1024. With a compatibility setting of 128, it will attack for free 13 (12.5) percent of the time. At 255, it becomes 25(24.9) percent. The calculation made for its free attack is much easier: CP is divided into
a 4 plus random factor of 0 to 63. If he attacks for free and his KP is 255, he is guaranteed to use either Vakizashi or Zanmato. In short, you should try to have a good relationship with Yojimbo, paying him decently (as reasonably) and not abusing his easement, from not paying him anything
to abruptly fire him immediately after the call sequence. His attitude to Juna can also be seen through the frequency of his attacks; Sending Daigoro is a sign of poor standing where it using Wakizashi means one is on the right track. Yojimbo can exceed maximum damage once Auron
receives and charges its celestial weapon, Masamun. The boss[edit the source] Final Fantasy X[edit source] The main article: Yojimbo (Ultimate Fantasy X Boss) Yojimbo is lying in the cave of the stolen Feit and at the Remiem Temple. The obsessed Yojimbo is also at war as part of the
final battle. In international versions of PAL and HD Remaster Dark Yojimbo, you can fight in the Cave of the Stolen Feit after acquiring Yojimbo and re-entering the cave, reaching the ultimate teleport site and re-approaching the entrance. Final fantasy X-2[edit] Yojimbo. Yojimbo returns,
now owns Shuiin. Seagulls fight with him to rescue some tourists visiting the Cave of the Stolen Feit in Chapter 3 tourist trap mission. Shīsā called Kogoro, which physically resembles Daigoro, appears as part of Yuna's Trainer dress sphere. Other performances[edit code] Final Fantasy
XIV[edit] Yojimbo at Coogane Castle. Yojimbo appears as the final dungeon boss of Coogane Castle with his dog Daigoro. During the battle, he executes his client Kageyma for not paying him enough gold when ordered to kill the Warrior of Light party. He uses Attack several times in the
fight, doing more damage to the party based on how much money Daigoro manages to get out of the arena. In order to reduce the damage taken from Zanmato, players can get coins first. Once his HP is over rather than defeated, Yojimbo simply decides that he has earned his pay and
leaves the area immediately. He later appears in the search line Even further Hildibrand Adventures, where he is hired to protect an invaluable sword, Cathedral Suqehiro, from a thief known as the Wolf Burglar. His role is somewhat more comedic in this story, matching the tone of
Hildibrand's quests. At the guildbrand story arc finale in Stormblood, he reveals himself to be a gilgamesh in disguise, even during the events of Coogane Castle. As of patch 5.1, it's starting to work in the Golden Pclude for the GATE event, Snippet is right. The final tactic of fantasy S[edit |
edit source] Yojimbo appeared as a recruited character. This section in the final fantasy S topic is empty or needs to be expanded. You can help the Final Fantasy Wiki by expanding it. Final Fantasy Dimensions II[edit source] Main article: Yojimbo (Dimensions II) Yojimbo appears as a fire-
elemental subpoena. Two versions of Yojimbo are available as signage for equipping; A version of Wrieg that teaches Mineuchi abilities, and a stronger version is available to Parai, which teaches it Triple Wakizashi Slash abilities. Yojimbo's special attack is Zanmato, which causes
moderate fire damage to all enemies and has a chance to inflict stun. In the original free versions, both signage could only be obtained through the summon draw shop. Dissidia Final Fantasy NT[edit | edit source] Vakizashi (charged) in Dissidia Final Fantasy NT Although it does not
physically appear Yuna can cause Gleef Yojimbo to use Vakizashi. Pictlogica Final Fantasy[edit source] This section on the ability in Pictlogica Final Fantasy is empty or needs to be expanded. You can help the Final Fantasy Wiki by expanding it. Final fantasy airborne brigade[edit] This
section is about summoning magic in final Fantasy Airborne Brigade empty or in need of expansion. You can help the Final Fantasy Wiki by expanding it. Final Fantasy Record Keeper[edit | edit source] Yojimbo and the non-targeted Daigoro appeared together as an advanced boss. He
uses his familiar moves with Final Fantasy X. Eating into the path of fate, his defeat was needed to get The Memory of The Young Crystal II as its first award. If Lulu is in a battle party, her exchange with Lady Jinnham will be again at the start of the fight. Mobius Final fantasy[edit] His dog,
Daigoro, never leaves his side. Yojimbo's description appears as a map of fire-based abilities, with works of art by Takayuki Futami. Add a photo to this gallery This section in Mobius Final Fantasy is empty You can help the Final Fantasy Wiki by expanding it. This section about the enemy in
Mobius Final Fantasy is empty or needs to be expanded. You can help the Final Fantasy Wiki by expanding it. Final fantasy Trading card game[edit source] The ultimate fantasy Of Yojimbo Airborne Brigade has a map. Guardian Cross[edit source] The soul of the feit is hidden under a
ravine, this eon impressive and slashed in the service of who has the largest gil. Description This section in Guardian Cross is empty or should be expanded. You can help the Final Fantasy Wiki by expanding it. Behind the scenes,[edit] Dummied's ability to use animation. Yojimbo is most
likely inspired by Ogami Ittō, the protagonist of the Lone Wolf and Cub manga; samurai turned killer for hire, who travels the countryside with his son Daigoro. Espite the fact that getting Yojimbo as one of Uni's eons is not mandatory in terms of gameplay, it is meant to purchase a canon.
Despite not clearly featuring in the final FMV like Anima and five main aeons, the small creature with a red hue appears towards the left before the eons dissipation. It is unlikely that it is Anima who dwarfs other eons, or the Magus sisters, whose presence would still have forced the
acquisition of Yojimbo. Because Yojimbo can't learn any other abilities, the latter half of its animation ability isn't usually visible because its abilities have unique animations. The product[edit source] The Yojimbo figure was made for artFX's final collection of X Action fantasy figures. The
Yojimbo figure, listed as No2 in the series, comes complete with Zanmato and Vakizashi swords, throwing a Kozyuki and Daigoro knife, and a mounting base for display. A later version of Dark Aeon Yojimbo was released using the same mold drawing and accessories as Final Fantasy X-2
merchandise. The Yojimbo figure was also made for the second set of Final Fantasy Master Creatures, showing him slashed with Zanmato as Daigoro pounces. The ultimate collection of fantasy X action figures. Dark Eon Yojimbo action figure. The ultimate fantasy master creatures figure.
Add a photo to this Gallery Gallery[edit] by Render Daigoro in the original mortal forms International.Yojimbo and Daigoro. Add a photo to this Etymology[edit | edit source] Yōjimbō (⽤⼼棒) means guard in Japanese. Kanji (Japanese characters) can also mean a sword/service for hire that
satisfies his payback system. When Yuna visits Yojimbo's feit to hire him as an eon, he calls himself Yojimbo. Regardless, the player can still rename it. In the Japanese version, Yojimbo's name is written by Kanji as ⽤⼼棒 in a subtitle of every conversation while in battle scenes, and on the
aeon menu, written in hiragana as ようじんぼう. Yojimbo is depicted as samurai. Samurai were a military nom of medieval and early Japan. Japan. were not just great fencers, but also powerful horse archers and martial artists of other fields. While their status was that above commoners,
samurai were tied to forms of etiquette and lifestyle known as Bushido, emphasizing the honor of devotees and preparing themselves in the face of death. External links[edit code] Look here for a simplified, easy-to-understand mathematical description of Yojimbo and its attacks. Look here
for a more complex, harder to understand, but a much more detailed mathematical description of Yojimbo and its attacks (this includes calculations for the PAL/International version of the game as well, along with the probability (Percentile) table for all versions). version).
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